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eorge Frideric Handel wrote Theodora across roughly five weeks in 
June and July 1749 with the intention to perform the new oratorio 
during the upcoming season. This routine was a holdover from 

three decades spent producing Italian opera, during which time he 
composed in the summer and devoted his energies to performance during 
the opera season. After gorging on Italian opera however, London 
audiences acquired distaste for the genre in the 1730s. A punishing 
performance schedule diminished the physical health of the composer as 
well. But fortuitously for Handel, experimental forays into large-scale 
dramatic works in English showed potential; furthermore, the sacred subject 
matter of many of these works permitted performance during Lent, a period 
in which competition from other forms of theatrical entertainment was 
virtually non-existent. So in 1741, the combination of public interest and 
economic viability prompted Handel to turn his attention exclusively to this 
newfangled musical genre, the oratorio. 

Eight years later, Handel could not possibly have known Theodora would 
be his second-to-last oratorio and, indeed, his second-to-last major 
composition in any genre. Even at sixty-five, the composer remained at the 
height of his creative power, and in many respects, his career was on the 
upswing. Maladies and tensions that hindered him physically and 
professionally for the better part of a decade gradually subsided over the 
preceding years. Medical treatments mitigated the effects of a so-called 
“paraletick disorder” (i.e., a minor stroke) that contributed to his decision to 
turn away from Italian opera. Competing ensembles succumbed to financial 
pressure. In sum, Handel basked in the glow of good health, professional 
satisfaction, and financial security to an extent unseen at any point since 
relocating to England roughly forty years earlier. As a friend remarked, 

 
“I never saw him so cool and well. He is quite easy in his behaviour, and he 
has been pleasing himself in the purchase of several fine pictures; 
particularly a large Rembrandt, which is indeed excellent. We have scarce 
talk’d at all about musical subjects, though enough to find his performances 
will go off incomparably.” 

Earl of Shaftesbury, London, February 1750 
 
Despite the scarcity of musical discussion, Handel likely told Shaftesbury 
about the triumphs of the previous oratorio season, which included new 
works (Susanna and Solomon) alongside revivals of audience favorites Samson 
and Messiah. In 1750, Handel likewise paired the newly composed Theodora, 
which his librettist Thomas Morell adapted from a seventeenth-century 

English tragedy, alongside several performances of the wildly popular Judas 
Maccabaeus, which also boasts a Morell libretto. 

The new oratorio chronicles the martyrdom of Theodora, a citizen of 
Antioch (in modern-day Turkey) during the period of Roman rule. As a 
woman of noble birth, striking physical beauty, and uncompromising 
religious devotion, Theodora is an especially influential figure within the 
city’s Christian community, which traced its origins to the apostle Peter. 
Other principal characters in the oratorio include President of Antioch 
Valens (bass), his Roman officers Didymus (alto) and Septimius (tenor), and 
fellow Christian Irene (mezzo-soprano). In the opening scene, Valens marks 
the Roman emperor’s birthday with a pagan sacrifice to involve under 
penalty of death all citizens, including Theodora. The dramatic tension that 
results from their impasse motivates the remainder of the oratorio. It is an 
oratorio marked by psychological struggle, and in this way, it reflects a 
broader trend in Handel’s late works, in which external conflict and musical 
fireworks displays give way to inner turmoil and emotional intensity. 
 

oncern with characterization is especially prominent in Theodora. In 
Part 1, there are five choruses in contrast to nine arias. Of the nine, 

seven are da capo arias, a three-part form in which the opening section 
returns after a contrasting middle section. Repetition allows the audience to 
reflect more fully on the moods and ideas expressed in the text. Setting 
seven of nine arias in this manner afforded Handel an extended opportunity 
to explore the depths of each character’s emotional condition. Consider 
Irene’s opening aria “As with Rosy Steps the Morn.” The text is a statement 
of faith: as the rising sun allays the anxieties of darkness so, too, the Lord 
delivers believers from spiritual distress. These sentiments resonate in 
Handel’s musical setting. The aria opens with an orchestral introduction: 
strings play a succession of repeated notes that resolve with a downward 
turn. It is a musical sigh of relief. Meanwhile, a nervous rhythmic motive is 
heard in the lower sections of the orchestra. However, it dissolves at 
precisely the same moment the sigh of relief is heard in the upper sections of 
the orchestra. This instrumental duet prepares the listener for themes of 
peace and comfort sung by Irene. It is no surprise to hear the singer 
repeating the sigh of relief when she enters. In this way music played by 
high instruments, low instruments, orchestra, and vocal soloist is singularly 
oriented toward emphasizing the text. The subject of the sun metaphor (i.e., 
the Lord) is clarified in the middle section of the aria. The melody grows less 
repetitive, more chromatic, and more complex to capture the gravitas of the 
subject matter. At the same time however, the nervous rhythmic motive 
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played by the lower section of the orchestra in the first part of the aria is 
preserved in the middle part. Thus, the music reinforces the metaphor: the 
comforting effect of the rising sun and the “triumphant Saviour” are heard 
as one and the same. 

Musical content through the remainder of Part 1 is similarly oriented 
toward characterization. Broadly, Handel’s choice of instruments reinforces 
the nature of the Roman people: trumpets and drums depict them as a 
potent military force. More specifically, Valens, Didymus, and Septimius 
often sing arias set with major keys, simple textures, and triple meter. The 
absence of chromaticism and counterpoint paired with triple meters 
associated with bodily motion were designed to be heard as depictions of 
mental and moral shallowness. The second Chorus of Heathens “For Ever 
Thus Stands Fix’d” is a textbook example of this effect: set in a major key 
and a dancing, triple meter, all sections of the chorus sing the same text in 
the same rhythm at more or less the same time. It is a collection of gestures 
that seeks to capture the Roman incapacity for advanced thought or refined 
expression. Compare this with the complexity and eloquence of the second 
Chorus of Christians “All Pow’r in Heav’n Above,” which Handel set in a 
minor key rich with chromaticism, a duple meter more conducive to 
counterpoint, and in which independent sections of the chorus unite only in 
the final measures for dramatic effect.   

Dramatic tension is intensified at the opening of Part 2. Valens revises 
his ultimatum: Theodora will be forced into prostitution unless she agrees 
before sunset to participate in the pagan sacrifice. The Chorus of Heathens 
responds with a perverted expression of joy (“Venus Laughing from the 
Skies”). It is possibly the most depraved passage in any oratorio. As before, 
Roman immorality is conveyed through music set in a major key and simple 
textures. 

The subsequent scene change to Theodora’s cell is accompanied by a 
brief instrumental interlude, featuring flutes. Handel used flutes sparingly in 
the oratorios, and here they take on a pictorial role. They are isolated, 
playing only when all other instruments fall silent. They are listless, playing 
only a single note that at length develops into a sighing figure. In these ways, 
Handel captured in sound the image of the imprisoned Christian, wasting 
away in physical and spiritual isolation. 

In the following scene, Theodora laments the sun — it casts light on 
her feelings of shame — and welcomes the veil of darkness (“With darkness 
deep”). Of course, she is unaware she invites her own descent into 
prostitution. Despair is short-lived, however, as she resolves herself once 
again to martyrdom. Didymus also assumes this stance: having persuaded 

Septimius to permit him into Theodora’s cell, Didymus offers to switch 
places with Theodora. 

This willingness to self-sacrifice prompts the Chorus of Christians — in 
the final chorus of Part 2 (“He Saw the Lovely Youth”) — to liken Didymus 
to Christ. The chorus is conceived in three sections. Notably, God speaks in 
the middle section, commanding the resurrection of the “lovely youth.” 
God’s command is issued by the chorus, singing homophonically — that is, 
all voices singing the text simultaneously — while the act of resurrection is 
depicted polyphonically — that is, all voices singing the same text but 
entering in succession. God’s voice is heard as the sum of individual voices. 
Handel is purported to have said this movement was his favorite of all his 
compositions, preferring it even to his “Hallelujah” chorus in Messiah. 

If there are narrative weaknesses in Theodora, they occur in Part 3. 
Theodora’s desire to return to the court of Valens in the moments 
immediately after her escape from his prison is inconceivable to her 
compatriots. Her rationale (i.e., feelings of gratitude and a sense of duty) is 
simply unconvincing, and so she appears overzealous for her own death. 
Didymus seems similarly deluded, describing his own treason as an act in 
support of capital punishment. “Had your sentence doom’d her, but to 
death, I then might have . . . not attempted to defeat it,” he tells Valens. 
Thus, the words of the antagonist ring truer than those of the Christians, 
with whom the audience is meant to identify. Valens responds to Didymus 
saying, “It was the charms of beauty, not of virtue, that tempted you to save 
her.” By extension, his decision at the end of the oratorio to execute both 
Christians also seems less horrific. Thankfully, the Chorus of Christians 
spots the redemptive message within these senseless deaths, in the final 
chorus they sing, “Let equal fire our souls inflame and equal zeal employ.” 
 

udiences often idolize the creators of beloved compositions. Handel 
certainly enjoys such esteem. Yet a masterpiece relies only in part on 

the contributions of its creator. For example, Handel’s best-known oratorio, 
Messiah, now stands among the most widely heard works in the repertoire. 
Yet lukewarm reception prompted Handel to reduce the premiere 
production in London from six performances to three, and Messiah librettist 
Charles Jennens summarized Handel’s efforts as “not near so good as he 
might and ought to have done.” In this light, Handel’s decision to offer 
annual performances of this work to benefit London’s recently organized 
Foundling Hospital takes on a slightly less charitable hue. Handel no doubt 
knew several others, including Judas Maccabaeus and Samson, would attract 
larger audiences. It seems he held these back for his own benefit: he revived 
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Samson six times between 1750 and his death in 1759. He revived Judas 
Maccabaeus every year. But what Handel could not possibly have anticipated 
was the sense of ritual that built up around the Foundling Hospital 
performances. Thus, the Messiah performance tradition, which continues 
unbroken even today, owes at least as much to pageantry and charity as to 
the timeless quality of the music itself. 

Theodora also resonates among modern audiences more fully than those 
for whom Handel conceived the work. It was performed only three times 
during the premiere production in 1750. Scholars speculate the non-Biblical 
subject matter is to blame. The lack of overt dramatic intensity may also 
have contributed. Theodora smolders, it doesn’t rage. So it comes as little 
surprise to discover Handel mounted only three performances during its 
initial season and one additional performance before his death. 

Yet modern listeners may hear Theodora differently. In the modern age 
and for a generation scarred by violence in the name of religious doctrine, 
Theodora is deeply, perhaps unsettlingly, familiar.  

The work is set in a Middle Eastern religious city occupied by a western 
military power. Tensions flare as a foreign leader institutes nontraditional 
religious practice under the pretense of political stability. Native leaders 
respond with extreme rhetoric that attracts young men to ultraconservative 
sects in which death is advertised as a vehicle of salvation. More specifically, 
the words and actions of Theodora are those of a religious extremist: “Fond, 
flatt’ring world, adieu,” she sings in response to demands of religious 
conversion, “nobler joys we now pursue.” This doctrine attracts converts, 
including the Roman officer Didymus. At the end of Part 1, Didymus even 
expresses willingness to sacrifice his own life to save Theodora’s: “Kind 
Heav’n . . . with courage fire me . . . to free the captive fair . . . or . . . to 
die.” The Chorus of Christians responds by encouraging his suicide mission 
with a manipulative cheer, “May all the pow’rs above reward thy virtuous 
love . . . with Theodora’s charms.” 
 

his is not to suggest Handel intended this work to be interpreted in 
this way. Nor is it to suggest segments of eighteenth-century 

audiences would have (or even could have) heard such messages in this 
work. Rather it is to highlight Theodora as a work that has transcended the 
historical and social circumstances of its composition. Even as the 
composition surpasses its 265th year, it continues to offer a fresh and 
insightful critique on human experience and interactions in the twenty-first 
century. This is the mark of a masterpiece. It is a testament to the depth of 
Morell’s libretto and the richness of Handel’s music brought together in a 

work as highly esteemed, as widely performed, and at least as relevant today 
as at any point in its history. 
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